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ABSTRACT
Purpose of this study was to evaluate the variation of the dose to gross tumor volume (GTV) related to tumor
position and lung density for lung stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) using a virtual phantom. The density
of the equivalent lung surrounding the GTV (10 mm diameter) was defined as 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.45
g/cm3. A planning target volume (PTV) was generated by adding a uniform 8 mm margin to the internal target
volume (ITV). We defined that the 99% of the GTV should be covered by 100% of the prescribed dose using
Monte Carlo (MC) calculation. The GTV structure was replicated from ITV to the PTV periphery at 1 mm intervals. Planned dose to the GTV was defined as the predicted dose in the replicated GTV structure. Simulated
dose to the GTV was defined as the calculated dose in the replicated GTV structure taking into account the tumor position error. D99 of the planned dose to the GTV at the 8 mm shift position was 78.1%, 81.6%, 87.3%,
91.4% and 94.4% at equivalent lung densities of 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.45 g/cm3, respectively. D99 of the
simulated dose to the GTV at the 8 mm shift position was 96.9%, 95.3%, 94.2%, 95.1 % and 96.3% at equivalent
lung densities of 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.45 g/cm3, respectively. Planned dose to GTV is strongly dependent
on lung density and tumor position errors, while simulated dose to GTV does not show any significant dependence.
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1. Introduction
Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) of primary lung
cancer has been performed in clinical practice, with accomplishment of local tumor control rates between 80%
and 90% [1-3]. Dose calculations that take into account
the inhomogeneity correction have been recently incorporated into lung SBRT. Further consideration should be
given to the dose definition for lung inhomogeneity correction, because the dose distribution within a planning
target volume (PTV) for lung SBRT can be less homogeneous, often with significant variation [4-7]. Dose
prescriptions defined to enclose the PTV often vary
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widely among institutions, ranging from 65% to 90%
relative to the dose at the isocenter [8-10]. Since these
dose definitions are not standardized, comparison of dose
prescriptions to the PTV among institutions is impossible.
It is essential for lung SBRT to define the new concept of
dose prescription. Our previous phantom study showed
that lung density affected the dose of PTV rather than the
dose of gross tumor volume (GTV) by using Monte Carlo (MC) calculation [7]. Therefore, we defined that 99%
of the GTV should be covered by 100% of the prescribed
dose (D99 = 100%) based on MC calculation for lung
SBRT. Respiration-induced tumor motion may result in
considerable differences between the planned and actual
delivered dose. Our previous study supported the clinical
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acceptability of treatment planning for breathing-induced
tumor motion based on the dose prescription defined for
the GTV [11].
Radiation therapy is conducted in the face of tumor
position errors encountered during treatment delivery,
including patient setup error, as well as inter- and intrafractional tumor motion. Tumor position error raises
concerns over a dose difference between the planned and
the delivered dose. Decreased lung density might need
special attention to the decreased dose to the PTV with
tumor position error [4-7]. This has been done in order to
identify the type of tumor position error that has the
largest impact on the reduction in tumor control probability [12]. We modeled different components of tumor
position and investigated the impact of tumor position on
the dose distribution delivered to the GTV with PTV
margins that are clinically applied in our institution. The
purpose of the study reported here was to evaluate the
variation of the dose to GTV related to tumor position
and lung density for lung SBRT using a virtual phantom.

2. Materials and Methods
Virtual phantoms were created by using iPlan RT image
ver. 4.1.1 (Brainlab, Munich, Germany) with standard
volume contouring tools, and appropriate Hounsfield
numbers were assigned to the GTV and lung. Figure 1
shows a virtual phantom (20 × 20 × 20 cm3) with a GTV

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the foundation model: The
centrally located GTV of 10 mm (grey circle with black
solid line) is surrounded by a lung-equivalent material
(white) and a 20 mm wall of water-equivalent material
(black). The GTV structure is transposed consistent with
the tumor position error (grey circle with black dashed line).
Margin to the PTV (dotted line) is 8.0 mm in all directions.
The grey arrows indicate beam directions.
OPEN ACCESS

of 10 mm diameter (equivalent water density of 1.0
g/cm3) and a 20 mm wall of water-equivalent material.
The selected GTV size was intended to represent average
target dimensions in lung SBRT, and lung density was
selected to cover the normal range of lung density. A
series of different Hounsfield numbers were assigned to
the region representing the lung, namely, −900, −850,
−750, −650 and −550 HU, equivalent to electron densities relative to the electron density of water of 0.10, 0.15,
0.25 0.35 and 0.45, respectively. No additional margin
was added for the generation of the clinical target volume
(CTV). In our previous study, the average 3D respiratory
tumor motion was 2.8 mm and 6.3 mm for upper/middle
and lower lobes, respectively [11]. Therefore, in current
study, the amplitude of tumor motion was set at 5.0 mm
as internal target volume (ITV). In accordance with our
routine clinical practice, a uniform 8 mm margin was
added to the ITV to generate a PTV. In this study, we
investigated the correlation between tumor position error
and dose distribution in various lung densities. For investigation of the dose delivered to the GTV, we replicated
the same GTV structure from ITV to the PTV periphery
at 1 mm intervals towards the x and z direction.
The plan was calculated using the MC calculation in
an iplan RT Dose ver. 4.1.2 (Brainlab, Munich, Germany)
treatment planning system with an X-ray Voxel Monte
Carlo (XVMC) dose calculation engine. At our institution, a new commercially available MC algorithm, wellcommissioned with 6-MV photon beam, is used for lung
SBRT. Commissioning procedure of treatment planning
system was given by working groups of the European
Society of Radiation Oncology [13]. XVMC has three
main stages for the calculation. The first component of
the algorithm is a virtual energy fluence model which is
used for the modeling of the upper part of the linac
treatment head. The second component of the algorithm
models the beam collimating system. The third component of the algorithm computes the dose distribution inside the model of the patient. For the MC photon transport simulations, Compton interactions, pair production
events and photoelectric absorptions are considered
[14-17]. Gantry angles were set at 0˚, 72˚, 144˚, 216˚,
and 288˚, consistent with simple SBRT treatment planning. This plan represents the typical beam set-up used to
cover dosage to the GTV. Dose prescription was defined
as D99 = 100% of the GTV as an original plan. Tumor
position of each original plan was shifted in x (left-right)
and z (caudal-cranial) directions to evaluate the dosage
variations and to estimate the variation of each dosage
index with tumor position. These plans were defined as
the “tumor-shift plan”. The plan was then recalculated
using MC calculation while maintaining the same planning parameters, namely for beam arrangement, leaf positions, isocenter, position, and monitor unit, using the
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full MLC geometry simulation “Accuracy Optimized
Model” with a spatial resolution of 2 mm and variance of
2%.
To investigate the variation of dose indices caused by
tumor position errors, the following method was used.
First, GTV was displaced from the original position to
the peripheral of PTV at 1 mm interval in the original
plan. Then, the dose to the PTV (D95) and dose to the
regions of each replicated GTV (D99) were obtained as
planned doses. Next, the dose distribution was recalculated with each of the replicated GTV in tumor shift
plans. In this recalculation of a dose distribution, the replicated GTV was given the density of 1.0 g/cm3 instead
of the original GTV and the dose to the PTV and dose to
the replicated GTV were obtained as the simulated doses
(Figure 2). Each dose index was obtained for original
plan and all tumor-shift plans. Dose-volume histogram
(DVHs) analysis of the dose received by the 95% of target volume of the PTV (D95) and D99 of the GTV were
performed.

3. Results
Figure 3 shows an example of dose distribution and
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DVH for the planned and simulated doses to the GTV at
the center and close to the periphery of the PTV in lung
density 0.25 g/cm3. The dose distribution was changed
with the GTV position. The planned dose to the GTV
decreased when it was placed close to the PTV periphery.
The simulated dose to the GTV, placed close to the PTV
periphery, was higher than planned dose to the GTV at
the same location. The planned and simulated doses to
the PTV were almost same.
The D95 of planned dose to PTV relative to the prescribed dose were 77.1%, 80.8%, 86.2%, 90.0%, and
92.6% with equivalent lung densities of 0.10, 0.15, 0.25,
0.35, and 0.45 g/cm3, respectively. The Planned dose to
the PTV reduced with decreasing lung density. Figure 4
shows the simulated dose to the PTV as a function of
tumor position in various lung densities. The planned and
simulated doses to the PTV were almost same in various
GTV positions at same lung density.
Figure 5 shows the planned dose to the GTV as a
function of tumor position in various lung densities. With
the shift of the GTV toward the periphery of the PTV,
the planned dose to the GTV was decreased. D99 of the
planned dose to the GTV at the 8 mm shift in x direction
were 84.1%, 88.1%, 92.1%, 94.6% and 96.6% with
equivalent lung densities of 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and
0.45 g/cm3, respectively. D99 of planned dose to the GTV

Figure 2. Planned and simulated dose structures: Dashed
circle shows the replicated GTV in original plan as planned
dose structure and solid black circle shows the replicated
GTV with tumor position error as simulated dose structure.
PTV is represented by dotted circle.

Figure 3. Dose distribution and dose volume histogram for
the planned GTV (solid black line), planned PTV (dashed
grey line), simulated PTV (dotted grey line) and for the
planned GTV (dashed black line) and simulated GTV (solid
grey line) with largest tumor position error in a lung density of 0.25 g/cm3.
OPEN ACCESS

Figure 4. D95 of dose to the PTV as a function of tumor
position error to the (a) x direction and (b) z direction for
five different lung densities.
IJMPCERO
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Figure 5. D99 of planned dose to the GTV as a function of
tumor position error are shown for five different lung densities: (a) x direction and (b) z direction.

Figure 6. D99 of simulated dose to the GTV as a function of
tumor position error are shown for five different lung densities: (a) x direction and (b) z direction.

at the 8 mm shift in z direction were 78.1%, 81.6%,
87.3%, 91.4% and 94.4% with equivalent lung densities
of 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.45 g/cm3, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the simulated dose to the GTV as a
function of tumor position in various lung densities taking into account the tumor position errors. D99 of the
simulated dose to the GTV at the 8 mm shift in x direction were 97.5%, 96.2%, 96.1%, 97.0% and 97.5% with
equivalent lung densities of 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and
0.45 g/cm3, respectively. D99 of the simulated dose to
the GTV at the 8mm shift position in z direction were
96.9%, 95.3%, 94.2%, 95.1 % and 96.3% with equivalent
lung densities of 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35 and 0.45 g/cm3,
respectively.

inhomogeneous materials, particularly for lung cancer.
The MC calculation is potentially highly accurate as it
can faithfully model both electron transport and photon
scatter in arbitrary materials [18]. Nakamura et al.
showed that the error between the MC calculated planned
dose and the measured isocenter dose in moving condition was within ±0.7% [19]. Krieger and Sauer showed
that the Monte Carlo algorithm were very close to the
measurements, even in low-density volumes [20].
Our present phantom study suggests that a decreased
dose to the planned GTV is an outcome of a lower lung
density and a larger tumor position error, particularly in z
direction. Only the coplanar beam was used in this study.
Hence, the dose coverage on the superior and inferior
target volume was slightly degraded. In clinical practice,
this reduction will be much smaller since multiple noncoplanar beams will generally be used. Planned dose to
the GTV at lung density of 0.10 g/cm3 was approximately
20% lower than prescribed dose in large tumor position
error. Simulated dose to the GTV was more stable than
planned dose. Owing to scatter conditions, greater doses
were absorbed in the solid tumor than in the surrounding
lung [7]. We applied a relatively large tumor position
error of 8 mm and found a maximum dose difference of
5% compared to the prescribed dose. It should be
stressed that this situation represents a maximum dose

4. Discussions
This study demonstrates the potential of tumor position
error to influence the GTV for inhomogeneous dose distributions in a virtual phantom. We observed that the
dose to the PTV is reduced with decreasing lung density.
Many studies have focused on the effect of variations in
lung density and lung geometry on the inhomogeneity
correction [4-7]. Many investigators employed MC algorithm to calculate target doses and reported accurate dose
calculations in clinical radiotherapy in regions with
OPEN ACCESS
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reduction in worst scenario. Wang et al. reported that
setup variations of approximately 2 - 3 mm were observed even with cone-beam CT in 50 patients undergoing SBRT [21]. The larger tumor position error is less
likely to occur.
A sufficient PTV should allow inter-fractional variation within the defined security margins without a significant decrease in the dose to the CTV [22]. The dose definition is generally prescribed at the PTV, and each institution has its own dose prescription protocol regarding
the prescription isodose for lung SBRT [8-10]. If the
dose prescription is defined to the PTV, dose to the GTV
showed large variations [23], which may lead to a negative effect on tumor local control probability. The International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) reported that the concept of a PTV might
be utilized in unconventional ways to ensure that the
prescribed absorbed dose is delivered to the CTV in the
future [24].
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5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we evaluated that tumor position errors
and lung densities have a dominant impact on the dose
delivered to a lung tumor. We found that planned dose to
GTV is strongly dependent on lung density and tumor
position errors, while simulated dose to GTV does not
show any significant dependence. For clinically representative values of tumor position error and currently
applied PTV margins of 8 mm, an inhomogeneity is observed in dose distribution over the PTV, resulting in a
maximum drop of approximately 20%. However, the
actual dose to the GTV was about 5% lower than prescription dose. Dose prescription to the GTV showed
sufficient dosage when the GTV was located in a peripheral position of the PTV. This study supports the acceptability of treatment planning based on the dose prescription defined to the GTV.
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